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Article No. 402

Article Isopropanol

200ml, 400ml

Pysical Properties

Available sizes

Product description / Please note
ISOPROPANOL contains a high pure solvent enabling a universal, mild cleaning for all electronic, 
mechanic and optic equipment. Due to its ambivalent character ISOPROPANOL removes fat and 
oil as well as dirt reliably without attacking any materials. It evaporates fast, leaves no residues 
and dries without leaving spots on the metal or glass surfaces. ISOPROPANOL is of universal use 
wherever reliable cleaning is required. 

Application
ISOPROPANOL is perfect for a mild but effective cleaning of all kind of surfaces, e.g. mechanical 
and electromechanical contacts, relays, components, and equipment. Oil and fatty dirt can be 
removed from delicate precision instruments very sensitive but without residues. ISOPROPANOL 
is also suitable for removing solder pastes and cleaning of the screens used in that process. 
Optical equipment, e.g. lenses, glass and object lenses can be cleaned reliable without leaving 
spots. Ideal for the cleaning of all kinds off equipment without attacking any sensitive parts.  Spray 
ISOPROPANOL accurately on surfaces to be cleaned. Ensure uniform wetting of these surfaces. 
Adjust quantity of ISOPROPANOL to degree the dirtiness. For spots of difficult access, use the 
attached extension tube. For the cleaning of slight contaminant surfaces wipe off after spraying 
with a lint free cloth. Do not use ISOPROPANOL on components under voltage. Prior to switching 
on the appliances, allow for solvents to evaporate.

Odor clear
Density at 25°C 0,78 [g/cm³]
Evaporation very quick and complete
Material compatibility very good
Flashpoint 12°C
Residues none
Surface tension 22,8 m/Nm
Purity 99,90%
Viscosity 2,43cP

Storage / Shelf life
Shelf life is 2 years if stored correctly.
Package after emptying to be disposed via metal scrap. 
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